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INTRODUCTION

Recent civil rights litigation challenging Florida's use of minimum

competency tests.(MCT) to deny high school diplo41 has prompted.contro-

c versy owe? the manner in which such challenges are consistent with goals

of past civil rights efforts in American public educati-on. How, critics

,argue,"can civil rils advocates oppose programt which deny high school

diplomas to students who cannot pass minimum competency, tests, especially

when the testing.programs are linked to opportunities for remedial in-

structiont According to MCT supporters, federal court injunctions

against testa:for-diploma requirements deny educators an opportUnity to

stimulate basic skills achievement and to.restore the credibility of

high school diplomas, there y enhancing educational opportunities for

disadvantaged students. Th se who challenge the use, or some uses, of

Ma see the 6ovement as a dangerous innovation which may dO more to harm

.thap to help the nation's educationally disadve:ntaged.

Proponents of MCT promise that elOmentary and secohd*yeschodl com-

petency'testing probrams foster one or more of the fo)lowiri-y program goals

when used to determine student certification (such as receipt Of a high

school diploma) or classificatiori.(such as need for remedial Crass track-
?

.ing): basic skills achievement; educational accountability... restoration

of credibility to the high school diploma; elimination of social promotion;

and reduction of the risk of,"educational malpractice" lawsuits by ensur-
.

,

ing that every high school graduate has, in fact; attained a level of

'tP



comlietence in the-basic skills or in-adult life-functioning.

Those who question the wisdom.of programs which rely.upon MCT to

determine student certification (N classification question these lssump-

tions. MCT critics agree that new means for improving educational
. ,

4f
A

effectiveness must.be
4
sought, they warn that minimum competenCy testing

is not only not the solution to complex'educational P roblems,, but may

in fact be an educational prescription.with dangerous:4ide eflects.

,
These critics urge that minimum competency testing fosters over-reliance

upon testing technologies not sufficiently sophisticated for the purposes

for whi/h they are being used; wrongfully plaCes exclusive responsibili4

for educational.accountability on students; perpetuates"past denials

Of equality of aducátional opportunity 'for minority youth;,and that MCT,

is usually implemented too quickly to allow.educators, parents, and stU-

iP

dents-adequate time to insure that sufficient instruction has beeh offered,

to afford students a fair opportunity to pass the-tfst Finally, they-.
,;74r-z

assert that there is insufficient evidence that Ma actually fosi)erS

teaching and learning for disadvantaged youth; according to its oppon-
.

Ss%4

ents, MCT does notnecessarily afford all students a chance to succeed

in schoo4.

MCT opponents.see a fundamental unfairness in "sacrificing the vic-

tims" 3 of past educational deprivations in order to establish a new order

in which students are compelled.to learn under threat of losing .a diploma .

-on the basis of test performance. The only manner ink which MCT propon-

ents have been able to justify what appears to be such fundamental unfair-
.
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ness ig to assert that no student, of any color, is better.off for having

been awarded a "meaningless" diploma. Aside from the automatic access to

mpy sectors of the job drket afforded by the highschool diploma; re-
,

gardless of whether the diploma ,or,the skills it representg tothose.em-
,

ployers are actually job-related enough to be essential for Successful

on-the-job performance, no one could disagree: No oppon nt of.competency

testing is in favor of giving students worthless diplomas. No opponent

of^minimum competency testing is in favor of further reduction of educa-
4

tional standards in oui; schools. And, no opponent of minimum.competency

t testing is in favor of denying disadvantaged studeots, of any background,

t

the,opportunity for remedial or compensatory educational services. In

,
o

, .

fact, most "opponents" of minimum competency testing are not opposed to .

MCT per'se (and a Targe number of this group are probably in favor of the

use of some form of testing and/or minimum competency testing to foster

educational improvement), but are instead.opposed to the methods by which

MCT is cdrrently being implemented. .In particular, these persons and

organizations are concerned that many test-for-diploma schemes sacrifice 4

large numbers of young people, particularly minority young.people, for the

sake of quickly implemenpng this latest trendy, and overly simplistic,

soluti'on to obr country's educational problems.
4

"The debate over the benefits and hazards of MCT used to make critical

decisions about students focuses upon questions of educational accountabil-

ity and is an outgrowth of the school accountability movement which began

in the early 1960s and the -civil rights movement in schools which began

in the early 1950s. The questions which are 40W being addresse4,concern



the extent to which minimum competencY testin4 ill`pacts the strug§le for .

equality of educational Opportunities offered minority students and the

struggle for quality educational opportunities for all students.
4

CZ

.MCVND THE NEED FOR ACHIEVING ACCOUNTABILITY.

The use of minimum competency testing to determine student certifi-
.

cation and classification is another step in the educi'tiOnal accountabil-

ity effort beglin in the mid-1960s.AMost of these early efforts focused

-upon management techniques and school-baed efferts although much atten-
,

tion.was also paid to more "scientific" control of individual learning

activities.
5-For the most part, these activities were initiated by edu-

..

cators themselves, influenced by methdds pursued by business or the mili-

tary or by behavioral science research. Occasionally, state legislators

made their own demands during this ti period.6 The concern"in ill in-
,

§tances, howeveis,, was With educational achievementrand insuring Winimal

educational adequacy rather than fostering educational equity However,

the second phase of this d'a of accountability, a phase which extended

to the end of the 1970s, was marlied.by activity initiated by at(torneys.

The/so7called "educational malpractice" lawsuits sought to obtai\n monetary

damages from school districts for instances in which, it was alleged, in-

,

dividual 'Students who graduated from high school 'lacked the basic skills

they should have attained as the result of school attelidance78 Both types

of accountability efforts stithulated the MCT movement: Perhaps the most

compelling force in the move toward.minimum competency testing, however, 4



,has been the perceptionsubstantiated b7some studies--that basic skills

achievement-among the nation's student.i is plummeting.9

No matter which accountability goal is soughi.by MCT-implementers,

one question is ever present: why should we believe MCT will foster ed-

ucational achievement when years of educational achievement testing have

not done so, especially when responsibility under this form of account-

ability rests exclusively on the shoulders of students? Making one'group

of actors in the educational process primarily responsible for successful

educational outcomes is a shift in focus from previous approaches in

which responsibility was poorly defined and inexactly shared. We do

need a mechanism--or,mechanisms--for assessing and attributing respbn-

sibility for educational outcomes in such a way that it is possible to

know how schools are functioning, to know the causes of any dysfunctions,

and to coMpel positivechange. While we have reasonably accurate knowl-
.

,edge of how schools are functioning and at least some understanding of

why some educational processes are not working, we have no mechanism for

compelling schools to educate all students successfully. file use of MCT

_to Make student classification or certiiication detisions Lincluding de-

terminations of whether to award high school diplomas, does nothing to

insure that students will learn. In fact, by placing all accoUntability

demands on students, MCT proponents selected the line of least resistance.

While a student's willirigness.to learn is a critical variable in educa-

1.tional effectiveness, students have no control over the myriad additional

resources which are critical to schooling. The balance of power is in

fact sio tipped against students that they are the one group in the educa-

.

9
4



tional community which is so politically powerless that they cannot even

be expected to complain loudly about this turn of events: IMagine, if '

you will, the controversy which would have been generated if accountabil-

ity witn strong sanctions, such as denial of employment opportunities,

rested exclusively on the shoulders ef school adibinistrators or teachers

or boards of education.
10

The fatal flaw in tpe edLcational malpractice lawsuits was the in-

,

ability of the complaining students and their attorneys to define a miniT

mally adequate education and the minimal 'level of professional car; re-

quired on the part of educators in working to instill that quantum of

learning in students. If, liowever, there has now been, 'through MCT, a

t,

definition of minimally adequate edu9ation,
11 the future course of so-

called educational malpractice litigation may have been altered. While,

there may not be additional tort law negligence suits filed against edu-

d

cators, *)ere may now exist, courtesy of MCT efforts, further alternatives

for students to successfully present claims of "constitutional torts.
"12

DEFINING EDUCATIONAL ADEQUACY.

When a state, or a local school district, sets minimum competency

standards, it is*defining the components of a minimally adequate educa-

tion. The skills and bbjectives which have beenOefined as-essential

for successful functioning.as an "educated".individual. t,

The decision-makers establishing an MCT program, be they legislators,

board members, or educators, generally provide at least a general state-
.

ment of t6 purposes of the testing program. Thus, minimum competency,

Not

a



testing prograMs are initiated "to combat the ills of social promo;tion,"

"to asse:S".the ability to function in the adult real world," or "to in-

sure profi'ciency in the basic skills and to promote good citizenship."

This charge to file test-makers begins the process of defining the "edu-
,

cated" individual. The definition is further substantiated when the

test-makers:establish the goals and objectives, or skills and knowledge,

Aich will be assessed in determining whether the overriding mandate is

being met by a particular student. Some programs h4ve relied upon ex-

tensive public input at this stage; in other programs public input has

been minimal or.nonexistanet. In any event, when test content is defined,

a simultaneous and congruent definition is implicitly written for what is

required for a student to be labelled .as having been successfully educated.

This process of defining education causes little controversy when'

only the most fundamental and basic of skills in reading, writing, and

computation are at issue. However, once the testirTI mandate goes beyond

proficiency in the basic skills, controversy iihlunds. -'rograms to assess

"functional literacy,'°"adult basic ccmpetency," or 11Jdamental survival

.
skills" provoke considerable debate about wh4 public-education is and

should be doing. At times, the debate concerns the ambiguity of those

terms,--but once the test-makers sharpen the definitions of those terms

by articulating the skills and knowledge which they feel are components

of each construct, an unending debate if pravoked. Too often, the test

mandat: and he test-Makers seek to measure that which is subjtctive,

infringes onprivacy, contains value judgments, conflicts with religious
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beliefs, or impo4es certain political perspectives.13 However, no matter

how the standards are set and no matter how far beyond the basi skills

areas they reach, the test standards become, by definition,.tho minimum

standards for an adequate.education.

Once mininium levels Of educational funWoning have been set, a def-
.

inition of the minimum level of professional care'to be exercised by edu-

cators does not'necessarily follow. In fact, when the exclusive respon-

sibility for competency achievement rests upon students, it might well

be that the chity of care.by educators has been almost totally eliminated.

However, judicial decisions in litigation challenging minimum competency

testing'have had, under the rubric of "due process," the effect of defin-

ing A new standard of care shared by educators and by those eduoitional

policy makers who have establi_shed MCT systems.

Due process requirements of sufficient "notice" prior to the imple-
.

mentation of a test-for-diploma scheme arise from judicial"reCognition

that student6 must be given a fair chance to learn the'information in-

cluded on a test and shOuld'know, as they.are learning, that the. knowl-
.

14,

edge being offered is critical to graduation or other educational progress.

The requisite level of professional care, therefore, rests upon.the need

to insure that students have An adequate opportunity to learn and to learn

well. While this standard of care does not compel particular teaching

techniques, it does.require that teachers work in a timely and coherent
.

manner toward the goal of succesful student performance on-tlieMCT.

Working to insure that every student has ample opportunity to master

every skill covered on the test becomes, therefore, the minimum required

1 0
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of every educator.

The movement for financial accountability has also impacted the d

velopment of MCT. School finance reform efforts, both legislative and .

litigative, began as,an effort to equalize financial burdens and educa-

tional resources between school districts within a state. Over time,

however, issues of equality of educational opportunity and of adequacy

of educational -outcomes were also addressed. The United States Supreme

Court decision on schdol finance, Rodriguez v. 5an Antonio Independent

School District,
15

s'illustrative. The Court held that there was no

basis, under the federal constitution's equal protection clause, for find-

ing that there was a constitutionally-protected right to education or

that the Texas sthdo inance scheme denied any constitutional rights

to students in poor school disits.16 The Court did, however, imply

that financial resources were linked with edikational opportunity. Are

important, however; was the Court's clear differentiatión between the

Texds case it considered and some other situation in which studentS--might

assert that financial disparities were so seVere that they were not re-

ceiving even a minimally adequate education.17 The Court thus suggests

that a change in emphasis from concern about the "opportunity to 'tearn"

to the need for "mtnimally adequate education" as determined by some

measure of educational outcomes could give complainants a stronger basis

fon their challenges to the educational system: This was the theme of

successful state court school finance challenges.
18

Minimum competency testing challenges raise both equIy and adequacy
19

issues. Test 'results for students failing the MCT (assuming it is a valid



and reliable measure) indicate that these students have been denied mini-

mally adequate educational'opportunities (assuming the stUdents themselves

. .
made good faith efforts to learn 4nd exhibited good school.attendance

records). For some of these students (i.e., minority students) we know,

-

that some problems concerning éducationil adequacy result from past denials

of educational opportunities. Indeed,-scrutiny of th 'mpact of MCT pro-

vokes reconsideration of the meaninTof past orts to insure equal

educational opportunity.

MCT AND THE SEARCH FOR EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

To date,,the only impact minimum competency_testtnghas had on equal-

ity of educational opportunity has been the confirmation, by the test re-
.,

sults, that we have not yet achieved equality of educational opportunity

-for students of alyraces and cultures. In fact, the tests confirm that

we have far to go in our efforts.
20

No minimum competency testing program
A

has as yet shown anything other than significantly lower educational achieve-

ment for minority 'students. The data show achievement so low that it can-

not be primarily attributable to the family socioeconomic background of

he studen. In fact, analysis of test'scores and oiher student data in-

dicate that.race was a far more potent predictor of sbdent. success on one

m4Ijor minimum competency test than other :. variables, including -Icioeconomic

status.21

Minimum competency test results available to date compel gs to re-

f



assess educational history concerning efforts to promote equal educational

opportunity over the past twenty-five years. What did the courts, and

later, Congress, intend when educational equity was mandated? How were

equity mandates translated into educational practices? Finally, how,

if good faith efforts toward achieving equity have in fact been applied

for twenty=five yearsdo we explain present vastly'different achievement

performance between the 'races?

Efforts to explain away low minority test performance on grounds

that test results are being used primarily to identify students in need

remedial or compensatory educational opportunities must be carefully

inized. When the use of a minimum competency test has the effect of

segregating or resegregating students on the basis df race, are we able

to sufficiently justify, for both educational and social reasons-, the

ptactice? Further, is such isolation of the races justifiable when we

have no.proof that any increase in test scores which might result is not

caused by the teaching of test-jaking skills or manipulation of test

standards, rather than the result of increased proficiency in the funda-.

mental skills being measured on the test?

Opponents of MCT quickly resorted to a legal forum for presenting

their criticism of MCT used to deny high.school diplomas precisely be- .

cause of their fear that MCT adversely impacts the educational progress

of blacks.
22

The first federal court litigation concerning MCT, therefore .

focused primarily on the extent a test-for-diploma scheme with a dispro- .

portionate iMpact on blacks denied constitutional and statutoryoguarantees
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of equal protection of the law. The legal theories advanced.were based

upon-the same approaches used to attack various forms of race discrimin-

ation in public education, such as racially segregated schools, and iso-

lation of the races through class placement or trackfng praCtices. -In

,

Debra P. v. Turlington,
23 students challenged Florida's implementation

of a 1976 seatute which required a .;tudent to demonstrate proficiency in

°functional literacy" in order to receive a standard high school diploma.

Students who failed a functional literacy test.(FLT) but had met all other

graduation requirements were to receive a "certificate f completion,"

When the test was first giveri in October of 1977, 77% of the black stu-

dents failed FLT compared to 24% of the white students. After three chances

to pass the test, the first graduating class subjected to the test-for-
,

diploma requirement, the Class of 1979, included 1.9% of the white seniors

who would not receive high school diplomas and 20% of the black seniors

who would not receive diplomas. In short, if you were a black high school

senior in Florida in Spring, 1979, you had a ten times greater chance of

failing to receive your diploma on the,OaSis of your FLT performance than

you would if you we're white.

The initiai and most obvious harmful impact of the Florida MCT was

therefore one of disproportion, on the basis of racein numbers alone.
1

The ranks of diploma recipients and non-recipients broke down almost ex-

clusively on racial lines, making the FLT a new means of racial classifi-
.

cation. But the problem ran deeper than that.

* The harm to minority students inherent-in the Florida program, and

-
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in most MCT programs, is linked to either the past denials of educational

oppbrtunity to which these students have been subjected Or to flaws in

the scheme for implemenyng tI MCT prograM, flaws which in some cases

impact the ability Of all students to succeed in the. program but which

present particularly troublesome obstacles for minority youth, ,In soMe

cases both sets of prob)ems impacttest Performance.. MCT used to deriY

highschool ,diplomas can serve to perpetuate, rather than ameliorate,

denials of equal educational opporcunity.

Many students who face MCT requirements as part of preSent gradua-.

tion requirements are students who have not had the benefii of a full

twelve years .of racially integrated education. Those minority students 11

who today face a test-for-diploma requirement and whb were previously

placed in racially isolated are.disadvantaged on examination day because

they wei.e pretiously subjected to inferior educatiopal opportunities.

For over twenty-five years, this nation's courts have recognized-that

minority students who attend segregated schools receive an education which

.is, by definition,.legally inferior. This doctrine was firj,t enunciated

by the United States Supreme Court in Brown v. Board ofEdut-ation in a

'declaration as apt for the present as it was in 1954:

Today education is perhaps the most impor-
tant function of state and local governments. . .

In. these days it is doubtful.that any chfld may re-

sOnably be expected to succeed in life if he is

denied the opportunity,of an education. Such an

opportunity, where the state has-undertaken to-
provide it, is a right which must be made available

to all on equal terms: . .We conclude that in the

field of public education, the doctrine*of teparate
but equal has no place,. Separated educational facil

ities are inherently unequal.24

7.
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The docyine is now,as much a part of social policy as i is a matter
2

of law.

PROGRESS OR PERPETUATION OF PAST PROBLEMS?

One might well ask what difference racial isolation in the first,

few years of schooling could make on performance on a high school grad-

uation test, particularly when the test measures minimum or basicvskills.

It is precisely because basic skills are at issue that inferior education-

al opportunities in the edrly years of sChooling are important. An in-

adequate foundation in the fundamentals impedes educational advancement

throughout a school career and simultaneouslyjorecloses Opportunities

fo.,. successful perfOrmance on the miniMum competency test. 'Further, on-

going racial discrimination in the schools creates additional.impediments

fto learning.

But surely these past educational deficits can be overcome during

ensuring periods'of ed tional intervention, the test proponent would

assert. To advance this argument as a justification for use of:MCT

given low minority pass ratet, it to-forget that MCT proponents have also
4111

kcknowledged that current educational problemtlave been provoked fn large

/
:part by what are now regarded As:lax eduCational practices. Social pro-

.
.

motion is but one of a number of such practices. The past ten to twenty

years have seen widespread reliance onithe use of social Promotion as

a tool for alleviating politic-al and social pressures on the schools,

particularly pressures resulting from racial integration. Many Jlack
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students, in particular, were the "beneficiaries". of-thi% educationl

practice. As a result, black students coming from segrOgated.schools

were in many cases received_by newly integrated schools which, poorly

equipped to.handle the-needs of any students in confronting the traumas

of integration and not-knowing whit else to do in response to the per-

.

ticular needs cif black students, simply passed black 'students on from "

grade-to-grade to keep them with their chronological peers. In Florida,

a state legislator declared that elimination of the evils of social pro-,

motion was a particular goal of minimum competency testing legislation;
25

educational officials in the same state also admitted that it was black

students in particular who were victims of that promotion practice.
26

Minority students ?acing -a new test7for-diploma requirement there-

fore enter the competition with two strikes against them: first, inferior

educational opportunities, particularly in the early grades and, second,

grade-to-grade promotion policies which passed them through elementary

and secondary school even though they had not been exhibiting satisfactory

ac'ademic performance. The third strike follows in quick succession: the

test instrument itself is, in many instance's, racially biased.

Racial or cultural bias in standardized tests is not a new item of

discussion for educators or educational policy-makers. The possibility

of test bias exists when empirical or observational data indicate that a

test is not measuring the same factors for one racial or cultural group

that it is measuring for others. Like all.other standardized tests, mini-

mum comp ency tests have been subject to challenges of racial or cultural

1Q
-AL J



bias inherent in the test instruments themselves. Such chOlenges were

eerhaps inevitable given vast disproportions in minoriey pass rates on

most of the tests. The claims are particularly troublesome because the

tests involved attempt-to measure fundamental acadeaic achievement and,

in some cases, also to predict successful adult life functioning. In

addition, the tet results play 'a significant-role tn the life'of a stu-

dent; determining whether a high school diploma will be awarded and, as

a result, determining access to the job-market and higher education.

The nature of the content of an MCT is a particularly *portant

issue for minority students when the test covers "real life" or "functional"

applications of basic.skills. Many of the "real world" contexts in which

MCT,questions are posed involve situations with which middle and upper-

class students have familiarity, but which are not typical to the life, .

experiences of many low-income nr minority children. If training to fa-

miliarize students'with these situations is not offered by the schools

prior to the administration of the tests, students from homes and families

where the information was provided will havetonsiderable advantage over
--

those who didn't receive'the training at home or at school.

Test makers.did not; many, minorities allege, take adequate precau

tions to insure that minimum competency tests were free from racial and

cultural bias. In pare the indictment here is a criticism Of the state

of the art of psychometry Since few of the technicians themselves can

agree on the steps to te taken to insure thiS type of test fairness. How-

ever, much more of the criticismhis directeOlit a failUre
.

to take any rea-

sonable steps to insure racial or cultural fai ness. Many 'development

C4..
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processes have not, fOr example, included public. participation:in stand

ard-setting
27

or adequate reviews of potential,test items by,members of

the black community to safeguard against inclusion of items which in-

clude referents so unfam liar to black students that those students would

,be precluded from being able to successfully demonstr.ate proficiency in

the content area attually being.assessed.
28

Low minority pass rates on Minimum competency tests used to deter-

mine the award of high School diplomas can be legitimttelj explained by

past denial.s of equal educational opportunity'or by problems inherent in

the scheme for implementing MCT, either in developing the test instrument

itself or in phasing in the new test-for-diploma program. Given these
,

problems alone, there are sufficient grounds for attacking Use of-a mini-

mum competency test to determine the award of high school diplomas: Such

an attack is based simply upon a goal of reventing a scheme which serves

to place upon minority .students another badge of inferiority, a b:adge .

which may not be warranted because the test did not give the student a

fair chance0to demonstrate what he or she dicrin fact knew or because the -

failure to learn may not have been the student's fault.
29

-

Minimum competency testing under some or all of the conditions de-

scribed above serves simply as a further confirmation of past denials o*

equal educational opportunity. PoOr test .performance by minority youngsters

reflects what.we.have known all along: ,American public education has nOt

.adequately served:the needs of disa6antaged students and, as a reult, the

academic achievements of those students has suffered. To reconfirm the ex-
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istence of educational inequities is one matte the denialof high school'

diplothas on the basis of such information is quite another.

Those who advocate minimum competency testihg assert that one .of

the chief benefits of MCT is the remedial opportunities tied to test

failure. This claim must be viewed with some cynicism because in most

cases the link between the test and remedial or compensatory -educational

opportunities has been an afterthought. In Florida, for exampl441 com-

pensatory program was lot initiated by the state until one y r after*

the test requirethent was imposed and after nearly 40% of eleventh graders

failed the mathematics portion of the.test.
30 Other states include no

provisions or appropriations in their MCT programs for remediation.
31

It is also difficult to justify the remedial educational benefits

of MCT when the tests developed for use in i,iCT programs which are linked

to a remedial opportunities are not written to be useful diagnostic tools

4
for classroom teachers. Instead', the tests are typically achievement mea-

sures to certify school exit competencies, a far.different function.

Whether remediation 4ctually works in another concern of those who

question the wisdom of MCT programs. The Florida Commissioner of Educa-

,

tion proudly touts the success of his MCI program, pointing to the gains

of students, particularly bla'ck students, in kiccessive admissions of his

competency test.32. Test opponents at first breathed a sigh of relief that

smaller numbers of blacks would be harmed by diploma denials. A second

look, however, indicated several troublesome factors to consider in

assessing these gains. High percentage gains in black pass rates was not

9 9
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unexpected since statistics indicated large.numbers of black students

had been clusiered just below the( cut-score on the test; success on one

or two additional items would move significant numbers of blacks from

the "failing' to the "passing" category. Particularly given the number

of test items identified as racially/culturally biased
',33

ma y asked if

most of these students shouldn't have properly been classifted a;,. "pas-

sers" on the first administrations of the test. One expert has estimated

that, on the first administration of the Florida functional literacy test

im October, 1979, 28% of.kthe students who failed the'math'portion of the

At). test wouTil have passed had the passing score been reduced by a mere three

questionSY 'Most of these students were black.34

Other eoncerns have been voiced also, concerns which directly address

li-

the extent to which'MCT impacts equality of educational opportunity.

There is little evidence that those students now passing Florida'i MCT

have actually been afforded increased educational opportunities. As might

be expected,.there are many allegations that increased scores resulted

frOM coaching on test-taking skills, rote drills, and breaches in test

security. In addition, the relatively small.number of items in the pool

of test items used in Florida meant that students who repeated the test

had a_high likelihood of becoming very' familiar with test content. Finally,
-

with no equating studies being conducted by Florida to determine the rel-

ative difficulty of various versions of the tests, there :is no evidence

to refute charges that the test is simply btcom'eng easier and easier.35;

ii

Given all of these problems, there is no assura e that for Florida's

program, MCT has in,fact caused a real improvement in eduCational'attain-

ment aiming disadvantaged youngsters.

23
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MCT AND THE 'JUDICIAL RESPMSE TO THE EMATIONAL

POLICY ISSUES PRESENTED

The educational equi,y, ises preiented by the use Of ikT to deny

high school diplomas have been addressed now by.two courts of law, one

state and one federal. The first deci§ion, in Debra P. v: Turlington,

addressed the Florida functipnal literacy examinatiOn discussed pre-
-

,

viously here. The second, a New York state court case,
36

concerned a

state MCT program for diploma denials as it was applied to handicapped

students. Both cises can be understood only jn the context of the judicial

a

restraint displayed by those who 'decided the cases and of'the context

which judges act as educational policy-makers.

Minimum Competency Testing to Deny Diplomas Halted in Florida
.00

Following a trial court decision in Florida, the case was considered

by an appellate level federal court. The United States Court of Appeals

for the Fifth Circuit entered a decision which in large part upheld the

trial court's determinations, but found that the lower court did not go

far enough in its decision aredorders concerning the race issues or the

teaching-testing process. At the'heart of the appellate court's decision,

, 'lie legal principles. That court said, first, that a diploma sanctiOn

r t 0

whieh'impacts disproportionately on black students is unlawful unless

the state can prove that the disprOorti
l

ate impact does not result from

c

the effects of past unlawful racial discr mination. Secopd, the Fifth

Circuit said that no test-for-diploma scheme can ever be undertaken unless
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the sta .e can prove that students were actually taught the material covered

on the cest.
37

The decisions ii Debra'P. v. Turlington do not question the validity

or legality of state or local educational practice which uses minimum

competency test instruments to determine whether to award a high school

dipldma. However, the decisions do indicate that there are some parameters

for such a practice. Specifically, the decisions indicated the following:

A disproportionate failure rate for black students

resulting from an i.nferior education received during

A the existence of a dual school system:places a morator-

ium upon,the use of a test to deny high school diplomas

until all of the students taking the test have gone

through twelve years in a physically unitary schcol

system.. "In the Court's opinion, punishing the victims

of past discrimination for deficits created by an in-

ferior educational environment neither constitutes a

2 remed nor creates better educational opportunities."38

The un of a term such as "functional illiterate" or

"functional incompetent" which has a unt'Versally nega-

tive inference and connotation to describe students who

fail the exaMination creates a significant harm for all

students who fail the test,
39

The fact that Florida's statute requires passing a test

for receipt of a diploma only for public schools and ex-
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empts private schools from the requirement does not .

invalidate the test on eqda4 protection grounds.
40

Two years notice of the implementation'of a testing

program is inadequate for students whei-e there is

a statewide test but there has been not statewide

curriculum, there has not been adequate (Instruction

in akskills and objectives measured on the test,

and stu&apts do not.know during the time of their in-

struct.ion that the individual skills being.taught win

be reqUired to be learned prior to graduation.from high

school. As the federal judge stated:

Tke Plaintiffs, after spending ten years
in schools where their attendance was compelled,
were ilformed of a requirement concerning skills,

which, if taught, shOuld have been taught in
grades they had long since completed. While it

is impossible to dzterMine if all the skills were
taught to all .the students, it ris obvious that the
instruction given was not presented in an eduqa-
tional atmosphere directed by the extstence of
specific objectives stimulated throughout the per:
iod of instruction by a diploma sanction."

o The test used to determine ,the.award of a high gchool diploma

must have content validity, which must include proof that

students have actually been taught the material covered on

the test42

o Students have a property right in graduation from,high

school i,,'41,,,th a standard diploma if they have fultilled

the requireMents for graduation exclusive of the passage

.0

" ;
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of the minimum competency or functional literacy

examination.43

Students have a liberty interest in being free of

the adverse stigma associated with receiving a cer-

tificate of completion rather than a regular high

school diploma.44

There are other constitutionally adceptable and less

onerous alternatives to implementation of the test

requirement two years after the statute was enacted,

such as phased-in introduction of the objectives in

all grades without the diploma sanction and the use

of longer term remediation programs to bring students

up to the standards.
45

Any situation in which a minimum competency test is used

to place students into reMedial or compensatory education

classes is constitutionally acceptable even if the classes

are disporportionately black, if they have an enrollment

which seems to be fluid, a program which appears to present

significant improvement in test performance, and the class

consumes only one or two class hours per day with the rest

of the day spent in a regular class.
46

MCT and Standards for Teaching

The trial court in Florida offered some clear criteria for determin-
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ing whether a student has been offered a fair opportunity to lealAn the

knowledge and skills covered on a minimum coMpetency test. These cri-

teria are contained in the court's discussion of the due process pro-

tections to Which students are entitled in a test-for-diploma program.

The trial court lists the ol,lowing components of a constitutiOnally

fair teaching program:

4 Students must be told the specific objectives that will

be covered on the test used for graduation. This announce-

ment must occur at the time of instruction in the objective.
47

The'curriculum offered students must include instruction in

the objectives covered on the test.
48

The acquisition of skills is a cumulative process. Students

must be offered instruction in a rational and orderly sequence

which afford them an opportunity to acquire proficiency through

an appropriate developmental process.
49

7

The amount of time spent on instruction of a particular

skill or unit of knowledge is important.
50

The timing of the instruction received by students is

important. In addition to receiving sufficient instruc-

tion in a skill, students must be provided instruction or

a review of prior instruction, at a time just prior to ad-

ministration of the test.51

o The teaching process must include somenechanism for identify-



ing whether objectives are being learned py individ-

ual students, since teaching and learning are not

always coterminous.52

Students must be offered an opportunity for remedial

instruction if they have not mastered an objective
..53

Minimum Competency.Testinq to Deny Diplomas Halted in New York

A New York.state trial tourt has found that minimum competency test-

'ing used to deny high school diplomas must be phased in slowly with suf-'

ficiently early.notice of the test-for-diploma requirement to afford

handicapped students a fair opportunity to pass the test. While the

court refused to set a specific time period for notice, it found that

for handicapped students early notice is especially important to allow

for consideration of,whether to include pi-eparation for the test as part

of the students' programs and to afford appropriate time for instruction

aimej at reaching that goal.

The case, Board of Education of the Northport-East Northport Union

Free School District v. Ambach
54 was brought by a local school district

seeking to bar a New York state department of edudation order concerning

the use of MCT and,(t.h, award of diplomas to handicapped.students. Begin-
,

ning in June, 1979Aigh school ieniors in New York were required, under

Regulations of the New York Commissioner'of Education, to pass a Basic

Competency Test in order to receive regular high school diplomas. In

open defiance of this regulation, the Northport Schocd District awarded

diplomas to two handicapped students who had not passed the test but had



successfully completed their individualized educatlonal programs (IEPs).

When the state learned of the award of these diplomas, it issued an

order invalidating the diplomas and requiring the district to discldse

the names of the students involved. the district refused and sought

court.action permanently enjoining enforcementof the state order. When -

the matter went to court, the two students intervened as co-complainants

against the New York Commissioner.

In addressing claims made under the state and federal constitutions,

1983 of the Civil Rights Act,
55

504 of the Rehabilitation Act,
56

and

P. L. 94-142
57

t
h
e court made the following deterMinations:

The state has a legitimate interest in attempting to

jnsure the value of its diplomas and to improve upon

the quality of education provided. Use of MCT to achieve

these goals is appropriate.

The denial of diplomi to-the_bandicapped.students because

of their failure to pass the MCT does-not iolate 504 of

the Rehabilitation Act. .That statute requires that a handi-

capped student be provided with an appropriate education,

but doesn't guarantee that s/he will successfully achieve

.
the academic level needed to pass the test.

Under P. L. 94-142, the state educational agency has the

authority to set educational standards regarding appro-

.

priate education for the handicapped and the standards set

here required passage of an MCT to receive a diploma.
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P. L. 94-142 does not require speCific results but rather the

:ava.ilability of a free appropriate education. The award of a

diploma is not a necessary part of a free appropriate public*

education.

There is a rational basis for a test-for-diploma requirement and

for application of that requirement to handicapped students.

The diploma represents a liberty and a property interest for

the purposes of die process protection. Denial of the diplomas

would have grave consequences for the employability and future

life chances of the students.

Due to the rule of judicial restraint in education matters,

the cou

use

Ines to determine the validity of the te4I4or

ith handicapped students. /f/

The state did fail to provide timely notice of the dtploma

sanction. There was not sufficient time to structure the

students' individual educational programs to prepare them for

the test-for-diploma scheme.

Two years of notice of the diploma sanction to the school dis-

frirf is joadequatp. No notice at all was given the students

or their pai.ents although state special educationlstatutes wobld

require notice.

jhe time frame for.notice to handicapped students is much more .

crucial than for non-handicapped students. Handicapped students

31



require notice of a test-for-diploma scheme sufficiently

early to allow the IEP to be written to prepare for the

test and to aflow appropriate time for instruction to

pass the test.

As a result of its findings, the court permanently enjoined the enforce7,

ment.of the state order to the local district regarding the issuance of

the two diplomas. The court also rdled that the test-for-diploma re-

quirement of the state Commissiorier of Education was improper as to the

two students involved in the lawsuit.

The New York case has now been appealed, by both sides, to a state

intermediate level appellate court.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY\AND ADEQUACY: IS MCT THE ANSWER?

Scrutiny of the MCT movement does provide some insight into the

nature of the struggle for equal educational opportunity for minority

students and the definition of adequate educational opportunities for

all students.

There is no evidence currently available that MCT used to deny high

sschool diplomas has enhanced equal educational opportunities for minority

students, particularly blacks. In large part, test resu!ts indicate 6.11.

MCT requirements impact disproportionately on black students. Black stu-

dents' scores-may reflect,a long history of racial discrimihation in the

schools,.ds well as bias,inherent in the testing process itself. While
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MCT programs may beneficially focus educators' attention on teaching

basic skl there is no evidence that the diploma sanction is neces-

sary to achieve this focus.

The MCT movement may have done a good deil, however, to advance the

thinking of judges and legal scholarsabout standards of good educational

practice. First, the federal courts considerinOthe Florida case embraced

some standards of practice from the psychometric profession by requiring

that educators demonstrate the content validity of their MCTs and the

match between the tests and what students were actually taught. The

courts sitting in the Florida case, as well as the New York 'state court,

also establtshed the outlines of a constitutional standard for fair

teaching in.a test-for-diploma program: students must be notified of

the importance of the training; must be told the specific criteria uPon

which the graduation/test will be made; must be given developmental in-

struction; must be afforded adequate time-on-task; and must be given

adequate diagnostic and remedial opportunities to meet graduation stand-

.ards.

It is important to note that th.ese results of the MCT movement are

not direct benefits'of the programs which have beem implemented. The

educational standards articulated for MCT programs and the disporpor-

tionate rdctal impact of MCT require that we recognize what we have all

known, but may often have ignored about the educational process. First,

the problems of racial discrimination are still'with us in the schools.

_Second, while educators know the fundamentals of good teachipg and good

testing practices, those practices are not always implemented, sometimes

oP
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perhaps because legislatures and other policy-makers don't take such

practical considerations into account when they formulate new pglicy.

.The promised benefits.of MCT, the goals pursued by MCT proponents,

are not yet realized. For the most part, we can't be assured that the

programs are effective in increasing real educational-achievement since

we don't know that the tests are alcurete measures of such achievement.

We alsa,have no assurarice that MCT programs will not simply reduce-the

entire curriculum, limiting it to the minimumHstandards set forth for

MoT, so that the "minimums" become the "maximums for educational pro-

gramming. Finally, we have never been offered any proof that the goals

of MCT proponents can only be furthered by making students exclusftely

accountable, through a diploma or promotion sanctfon, for educational

outcomes.
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